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of pandemic response By Bernhard Mattes BERLIN/DAMASCUS, Oct 14 (Reuters) - Europeans will face an Ebola epidemic if Britain
and France push through air travel restrictions between the continent and the United States, German Chancellor Angela Merkel said on
Thursday, and urged the United States to let other countries take the lead in fighting the deadly virus. Both countries have imposed tough
restrictions on foreign travel since the outbreak in west Africa started in March. Merkel said she agreed that the restrictions were necessary
for safety reasons but rejected a plan by British Prime Minister David Cameron and French President Francois Hollande to step up
aviation screening. "Until the virus has been contained we should say that the measures taken by Britain and France will have to be carried
out, including air traffic restrictions," Merkel told a news conference with visiting U.S. President Barack Obama in Berlin. "We cannot just
let anything happen," she added. "I agree with the British and French position that there must be restrictions... but at the same time I think
we should not have one country taking it upon itself to make decisions about the management of the situation," she said. Merkel dismissed
suggestions that German airports could also be closed, saying only individual cases posed a risk. She said the country had introduced new
safety measures since 9/11 that could help authorities handle any case. "It would be irresponsible of Germany to stop its own security
forces from doing their job," she said. "But a pandemic in the world, in any case, also has to be taken seriously." Speaking earlier on
Thursday in the French city of Lyon, Hollande said he had told Obama that although safety was paramount, Europe needed to react
"differently" to the U.S. and British actions. He declined
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